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WEEK 33: Sunday, 9 AUGUST - Saturday, 15 AUGUST 2020 ALL MARKETS

Date
Start 

Time
Genre Title TV Guide Text Country of Origin Language Year Repeat Classification

Consumer 

Advice

Closed 

Captions
Subtitles

2020-08-09 0650 Fantasy Your Name
Family

Appreciation

Mitsuha and Taki are two total strangers living completely different lives. But 

when Mitsuha makes a wish to leave her mountain town for the bustling city 

of Tokyo, they become connected in a bizarre way. She dreams she is a boy 

living in Tokyo, while Taki dreams he is a girl from a rural town he's never been 

to. What does their newfound connection mean? And how will it bring them 

together?

JAPAN English-100 2016 RPT PG a l Y

2020-08-09 0850 Drama World's Fastest Indian
New Zealander Burt Munro takes his classic motorcycle to Utah in an attempt 

to set a new speed record.
NEW ZEALAND English-100 2005 RPT PG a l Y

2020-08-09 1110 Action Adventure Lassie

When a financial crisis hits the Carraclough family, they are forced to sell their 

beloved dog to a local duke, but Lassie isn't happy with her new living 

arrangements and soon sets out on an 800km journey back to the home she 

loves.

FRANCE English-100 2005 RPT PG a 

2020-08-09 1300 Musical Walking On Sunshine
Family

Appreciation
A bride is unaware that her fiancé and sister were once deeply in love. ENGLAND English-100 2014 RPT PG a 

2020-08-09 1450 Family Selkie

Jamie (Shimon Moore) is a typical teenager living the good life - a popular lad, 

he has a part-time job, is on the footy team and is the lead guitarist in a rock 

band. But all this is threatened when his mum (Celine O'Leary) announces that 

she has a new job as head scientist at a marine research base. Forced to 

uproot and move to a remote island, Jamie soon discovers that all is not as it 

seems. He begins to notice changes to his body - scales and webbed fingers - 

things beyond the explanation of teenage puberty.  Changes which suggest 

that he is somehow connected to a legendary line of Selkies - a magical people 

from ancient Scotland who have the power to change into seals.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2000 RPT PG

2020-08-09 1630 Action Adventure The Ash Lad
Family

Appreciation

Espen, 'Ash Lad', a poor farmer's son, embarks on a dangerous quest with his 

brothers to save a princess from a vile troll known as the Mountain King.
NORWAY

Norwegian-70; 

Danish-30
2017 RPT PG a h v Y

2020-08-09 1825 Drama A United Kingdom

He was an Oxford-educated African king, while she was a white Englishwoman 

working as a clerk at Lloyd’s of London. Now their 1948 marriage, which 

caused scandal in Apartheid-stricken South Africa and the British protectorate 

of Bechuanaland (later Botswana), is the subject of a new period drama 

starring Britain’s David Oyelowo and Rosamund Pike. Oyelowo plays Seretse 

Khama, who in 1965 became independent Botswana’s first president. He was 

also kgosi (king) of the Bamangwato people, having been crowned at the age 

of four in 1925. Pike stars as Ruth Williams, who would go on to be the first 

lady of Botswana between 1966 and 1980.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG a Y Y



2020-08-09 2030 Drama Agent Hamilton S1 Ep2 Premiere

Hamilton travels to Palestine on a mission for OP-5 in order to find out more 

information about the terrorists and their agenda. The meeting with PLO 

escalates quickly after they discover that Hamilton killed Rashida. It turns out 

that she was a PLO-agent, on a secret mission to stop the terrorists in 

Stockholm, not help them. A violent chase ensues, and Hamilton is forced to 

escape. Kristin and Birger’s investigation surrounding the terrorist attacks 

leads them to suspect that Hamilton was involved. DG is informed about a 

murder in Russia with connections to the events in Sweden. His Russian 

counterpart Tarabasov tasks him with protecting the murdered Borisov’s 

girlfriend Elena, who is being hunted by a mysterious assassin, Mike. 

SWEDEN

Swedish-

80;English-

10;Russian-

7;Arabic-3

2018 MA v Y Y

2020-08-09 2130 Mystery / Crime Burning
Modern

Masterpieces

Based on a story by Haruki Murakami, Burning is novelistic in scope, grandeur 

and impact, and features three brilliant performances. It’s a gripping 

psychological study of thwarted love, ambition, and obsession.

SOUTH KOREA Korean-100 2018 M a d l n s v Y

2020-08-09 2410 Drama The Debt

Helen Mirren and Sam Worthington star in The Debt, the powerful story of 

Rachel Singer (Mirren), a former Mossad agent who endeavors to capture and 

bring to trial a notorious Nazi war criminal - the Surgeon of Birkenau - in a 

secret Israeli mission that ends with his death on the streets of East Berlin. 

Now, 30 years later, a man claiming to be the doctor has surfaced, and Rachel 

must go back to Eastern Europe to uncover the truth.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2011 RPT MA v Y Y

2020-08-09 2615 Drama A Dangerous Method

Seduced by the challenge of an impossible case, the driven Dr. Carl Jung takes 

the unbalanced yet beautiful Sabina Spielrein as his patient this psychological 

film. Jung's weapon is the method of his master, the renowned Sigmund 

Freud, but soon both men fall under Sabina's spell. Directed by David 

Cronenberg. Starring Michael Fassbender, Keira Knightly and Viggo 

Mortensen.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2011 RPT MA a s Y

2020-08-09 2810 Drama The Wind Rises

Jiro dreams of flying and designing beautiful airplanes, inspired by the famous 

Italian aeronautical designer Caproni. Nearsighted from a young age and thus 

unable to become a pilot, Jiro joins the aircraft division of a major Japanese 

engineering company in 1927. His genius is soon recognised, and he grows to 

become one of the world’s most accomplished airplane designers.

JAPAN English-100 2013 RPT PG a 

2020-08-10 0630 Action Adventure The Ash Lad
Family

Appreciation

Espen, 'Ash Lad', a poor farmer's son, embarks on a dangerous quest with his 

brothers to save a princess from a vile troll known as the Mountain King.
NORWAY

Norwegian-70; 

Danish-30
2017 RPT PG a h v Y

2020-08-10 0825 Drama A United Kingdom

He was an Oxford-educated African king, while she was a white Englishwoman 

working as a clerk at Lloyd’s of London. Now their 1948 marriage, which 

caused scandal in Apartheid-stricken South Africa and the British protectorate 

of Bechuanaland (later Botswana), is the subject of a new period drama 

starring Britain’s David Oyelowo and Rosamund Pike. Oyelowo plays Seretse 

Khama, who in 1965 became independent Botswana’s first president. He was 

also kgosi (king) of the Bamangwato people, having been crowned at the age 

of four in 1925. Pike stars as Ruth Williams, who would go on to be the first 

lady of Botswana between 1966 and 1980.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG a Y Y

2020-08-10 1030 Animation Balto

From executive producer Steven Spielberg comes this charming, heart-

warming tale of a dog who travels 600 miles across the Alaskan wilderness to 

deliver medical supplies to dying children. Based on the true story which 

inspired the Iditarod race, Balto is well-animated and funny. It's perfect 

entertainment for children of all ages.

USA English-100 1995 RPT PG

2020-08-10 1155 Animation Dilili In Paris
Family

Appreciation

In Belle Epoque Paris, accompanied by a young scooter deliveryman, little 

Kanak Dilili investigates mysterious kidnappings of girls.
FRANCE English-100 2018 PG a Y

2020-08-10 1340 Drama World's Fastest Indian
New Zealander Burt Munro takes his classic motorcycle to Utah in an attempt 

to set a new speed record.
NEW ZEALAND English-100 2005 RPT PG a l Y



2020-08-10 1600 Musical Walking On Sunshine
Family

Appreciation
A bride is unaware that her fiancé and sister were once deeply in love. ENGLAND English-100 2014 RPT PG a 

2020-08-10 1750 Drama Tom Thumb

Based on the fairy tale by 17th century French writer Charles Perrault, this film 

is an original re-working of his classic tale. Civil war rages, devastating the 

land. Out of despair, Tom's parents decide to abandon their five children in 

the depths of a dark forest. Directed by Olivier Dahan and stars Catherine 

Deneuve, Nils Hugon and Roman Bohringer.

FRANCE French-100 2001 RPT PG Y

2020-08-10 1930 Thriller Escobar: Paradise Lost

Young surfer Nick (Josh Hutscherson) thinks all his dreams have come true 

when he goes to visit his brother in Colombia. Against an idyllic backdrop of 

blue lagoons and white beaches, he falls madly in love with a beautiful 

Colombian girl called Maria. It all seems perfect until he meets her uncle, one 

Pablo Escobar (Benicio Del Toro).

USA English-100 2014 RPT M a v Y

2020-08-10 2145 Biography El Angel
True

Stories

The controversial exploits of baby-faced Argentine serial killer Carlos Robledo 

Puch are exhilaratingly reinterpreted in this stylish biopic co-produced by 

Pedro and Agustin Almodóvar.

ARGENTINA Spanish-100 2018 MA Y

2020-08-10 2355 Drama Elegy

Cultural critic David Kepesh finds his life - which he indicates is a state of 

'emancipated manhood' - thrown into tragic disarray by Consuela Castillo, a 

well-mannered student who awakens a sense of sexual possessiveness in her 

teacher. 

USA English-100 2008 RPT M l n s 

2020-08-10 2600 Mystery / Crime Burning
Modern

Masterpieces

Based on a story by Haruki Murakami, Burning is novelistic in scope, grandeur 

and impact, and features three brilliant performances. It’s a gripping 

psychological study of thwarted love, ambition, and obsession.

SOUTH KOREA Korean-100 2018 RPT M a d l n s v Y

2020-08-10 2840 Drama Tom Thumb

Based on the fairy tale by 17th century French writer Charles Perrault, this film 

is an original re-working of his classic tale. Civil war rages, devastating the 

land. Out of despair, Tom's parents decide to abandon their five children in 

the depths of a dark forest. Directed by Olivier Dahan and stars Catherine 

Deneuve, Nils Hugon and Roman Bohringer.

FRANCE French-100 2001 RPT PG Y

2020-08-11 0620 Musical Walking On Sunshine
Family

Appreciation
A bride is unaware that her fiancé and sister were once deeply in love. ENGLAND English-100 2014 RPT PG a 

2020-08-11 0810 Action Adventure Lassie

When a financial crisis hits the Carraclough family, they are forced to sell their 

beloved dog to a local duke, but Lassie isn't happy with her new living 

arrangements and soon sets out on an 800km journey back to the home she 

loves.

FRANCE English-100 2005 RPT PG a 

2020-08-11 1000 Animation A Cat In Paris

Meet Dino, a common house cat who lives a double life. He's the loyal pet of 

Zoe, a lonely little girl who lives with her busy single mother Jeanne, a police 

detective. But after sundown when Zoe goes to sleep, Dino sneaks off to 

accompany debonair cat burglar Nico, and their nightly prowls take them on 

breathtaking escapades across the rooftops of Paris. Eventually, Zoe discovers 

what Dino is up to and she too becomes drawn into a thrilling adventure 

involving jewels, gangsters and capital-T trouble, all leading to a nail-biting and 

acrobatic finale atop the gothic Notre Dame. 

FRANCE English-100 2011 RPT PG a v 

2020-08-11 1115 Animation Strings
Family

Appreciation

James McAvoy stars in this story of war, intrigue and betrayal in a kingdom of 

wooden puppets. Received a Robert Award for Best Children/Family Film at 

the 2006 Robert Festival. Directed by Anders Ronnow-Klarlund with puppets 

made by Bernd Ogrodnik and Joakim Zacho Weylandt. Also stars Derek Jacobi 

and David Harewood. 

DENMARK English-100 2004 RPT PG



2020-08-11 1255 Drama A United Kingdom

He was an Oxford-educated African king, while she was a white Englishwoman 

working as a clerk at Lloyd’s of London. Now their 1948 marriage, which 

caused scandal in Apartheid-stricken South Africa and the British protectorate 

of Bechuanaland (later Botswana), is the subject of a new period drama 

starring Britain’s David Oyelowo and Rosamund Pike. Oyelowo plays Seretse 

Khama, who in 1965 became independent Botswana’s first president. He was 

also kgosi (king) of the Bamangwato people, having been crowned at the age 

of four in 1925. Pike stars as Ruth Williams, who would go on to be the first 

lady of Botswana between 1966 and 1980.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG a Y Y

2020-08-11 1500 Animation Dilili In Paris
Family

Appreciation

In Belle Epoque Paris, accompanied by a young scooter deliveryman, little 

Kanak Dilili investigates mysterious kidnappings of girls.
FRANCE English-100 2018 RPT PG a Y

2020-08-11 1640 Animation Balto

From executive producer Steven Spielberg comes this charming, heart-

warming tale of a dog who travels 600 miles across the Alaskan wilderness to 

deliver medical supplies to dying children. Based on the true story which 

inspired the Iditarod race, Balto is well-animated and funny. It's perfect 

entertainment for children of all ages.

USA English-100 1995 RPT PG

2020-08-11 1810 Comedy Toast

Toast is the ultimate nostalgia trip through everything edible in 1960’s Britain. 

Based on the heart-wrenchingly bittersweet story of food writer Nigel Slater’s 

childhood and set to the songs of Dusty Springfield, Toast is a delicious love 

letter to the tastes and smells that a young boy associates with his journey 

into adulthood.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2010 RPT PG

2020-08-11 1955 Comedy Gary Of The Pacific
Gary Vasis, a struggling real-estate agent, finds himself the chief of a sinking 

island in the South Pacific after his father finds out he is dying.
COOK ISLANDS English-100 2017 RPT M l n s 

2020-08-11 2130 Biography Gauguin: Voyage To Tahiti
True

Stories

French painter Paul Gauguin settles down in Tahiti, where he hopes to find 

inspiration for his work. Stars Vincent Cassel and Tuhei Adams.
FRANCE French-100 2017 RPT M n s Y

2020-08-11 2325 Thriller Escobar: Paradise Lost

Young surfer Nick (Josh Hutscherson) thinks all his dreams have come true 

when he goes to visit his brother in Colombia. Against an idyllic backdrop of 

blue lagoons and white beaches, he falls madly in love with a beautiful 

Colombian girl called Maria. It all seems perfect until he meets her uncle, one 

Pablo Escobar (Benicio Del Toro).

USA English-100 2014 RPT M a v Y

2020-08-11 2540 Biography El Angel
True

Stories

The controversial exploits of baby-faced Argentine serial killer Carlos Robledo 

Puch are exhilaratingly reinterpreted in this stylish biopic co-produced by 

Pedro and Agustin Almodóvar.

ARGENTINA Spanish-100 2018 RPT MA Y

2020-08-11 2750 Comedy Gary Of The Pacific
Gary Vasis, a struggling real-estate agent, finds himself the chief of a sinking 

island in the South Pacific after his father finds out he is dying.
COOK ISLANDS English-100 2017 RPT M l n s 

2020-08-12 0525 Animation Dilili In Paris
Family

Appreciation

In Belle Epoque Paris, accompanied by a young scooter deliveryman, little 

Kanak Dilili investigates mysterious kidnappings of girls.
FRANCE English-100 2018 RPT PG a Y

2020-08-12 0710 Animation Balto

From executive producer Steven Spielberg comes this charming, heart-

warming tale of a dog who travels 600 miles across the Alaskan wilderness to 

deliver medical supplies to dying children. Based on the true story which 

inspired the Iditarod race, Balto is well-animated and funny. It's perfect 

entertainment for children of all ages.

USA English-100 1995 RPT PG



2020-08-12 0835 Comedy Toast

Toast is the ultimate nostalgia trip through everything edible in 1960’s Britain. 

Based on the heart-wrenchingly bittersweet story of food writer Nigel Slater’s 

childhood and set to the songs of Dusty Springfield, Toast is a delicious love 

letter to the tastes and smells that a young boy associates with his journey 

into adulthood.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2010 RPT PG

2020-08-12 1020 Drama Tom Thumb

Based on the fairy tale by 17th century French writer Charles Perrault, this film 

is an original re-working of his classic tale. Civil war rages, devastating the 

land. Out of despair, Tom's parents decide to abandon their five children in 

the depths of a dark forest. Directed by Olivier Dahan and stars Catherine 

Deneuve, Nils Hugon and Roman Bohringer.

FRANCE French-100 2001 RPT PG Y

2020-08-12 1200 Action Adventure Belle And Sebastian 2
Family

Appreciation
Sebastian and his dog have to brave dangers and confront a secret. FRANCE French-100 2015 RPT PG a l Y

2020-08-12 1350 Animation A Cat In Paris

Meet Dino, a common house cat who lives a double life. He's the loyal pet of 

Zoe, a lonely little girl who lives with her busy single mother Jeanne, a police 

detective. But after sundown when Zoe goes to sleep, Dino sneaks off to 

accompany debonair cat burglar Nico, and their nightly prowls take them on 

breathtaking escapades across the rooftops of Paris. Eventually, Zoe discovers 

what Dino is up to and she too becomes drawn into a thrilling adventure 

involving jewels, gangsters and capital-T trouble, all leading to a nail-biting and 

acrobatic finale atop the gothic Notre Dame. 

FRANCE English-100 2011 RPT PG a v 

2020-08-12 1505 Animation Strings
Family

Appreciation

James McAvoy stars in this story of war, intrigue and betrayal in a kingdom of 

wooden puppets. Received a Robert Award for Best Children/Family Film at 

the 2006 Robert Festival. Directed by Anders Ronnow-Klarlund with puppets 

made by Bernd Ogrodnik and Joakim Zacho Weylandt. Also stars Derek Jacobi 

and David Harewood. 

DENMARK English-100 2004 RPT PG

2020-08-12 1645 War All Quiet On The Western Front
A young soldier faces profound disillusionment in the soul-destroying horror 

of World War I.
USA English-100 1979 RPT PG a v Y

2020-08-12 1930 Romance Carol

Based on Patricia Highsmith’s novella The Price of Salt, which depicts the 

burgeoning relationship between two very different women in 1950s New 

York. One is a woman in her 20s (Rooney Mara) working in a department store 

who dreams of a more fulfilling life, and the other, a wife (Cate Blanchett) 

trapped in a loveless, moneyed marriage desperate to break free.

USA English-100 2016 RPT M a l n s Y

2020-08-12 2140 Drama Mary Shelley
True

Stories

She will forever be remembered as the writer who gave the world 

Frankenstein. But the real life story of Mary Shelley - and the creation of her 

immortal monster - is nearly as fantastical as her fiction.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 PG a l s 

2020-08-12 2355 Biography Gauguin: Voyage To Tahiti
True

Stories

French painter Paul Gauguin settles down in Tahiti, where he hopes to find 

inspiration for his work. Stars Vincent Cassel and Tuhei Adams.
FRANCE French-100 2017 RPT M n s Y

2020-08-12 2550 Comedy Gary Of The Pacific
Gary Vasis, a struggling real-estate agent, finds himself the chief of a sinking 

island in the South Pacific after his father finds out he is dying.
COOK ISLANDS English-100 2017 RPT M l n s 

2020-08-12 2725 Drama Mary Shelley
True

Stories

She will forever be remembered as the writer who gave the world 

Frankenstein. But the real life story of Mary Shelley - and the creation of her 

immortal monster - is nearly as fantastical as her fiction.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 RPT PG a l s 

2020-08-13 0540 Animation Strings
Family

Appreciation

James McAvoy stars in this story of war, intrigue and betrayal in a kingdom of 

wooden puppets. Received a Robert Award for Best Children/Family Film at 

the 2006 Robert Festival. Directed by Anders Ronnow-Klarlund with puppets 

made by Bernd Ogrodnik and Joakim Zacho Weylandt. Also stars Derek Jacobi 

and David Harewood. 

DENMARK English-100 2004 RPT PG



2020-08-13 0720 Animation A Cat In Paris

Meet Dino, a common house cat who lives a double life. He's the loyal pet of 

Zoe, a lonely little girl who lives with her busy single mother Jeanne, a police 

detective. But after sundown when Zoe goes to sleep, Dino sneaks off to 

accompany debonair cat burglar Nico, and their nightly prowls take them on 

breathtaking escapades across the rooftops of Paris. Eventually, Zoe discovers 

what Dino is up to and she too becomes drawn into a thrilling adventure 

involving jewels, gangsters and capital-T trouble, all leading to a nail-biting and 

acrobatic finale atop the gothic Notre Dame. 

FRANCE English-100 2011 RPT PG a v 

2020-08-13 0835 War All Quiet On The Western Front
A young soldier faces profound disillusionment in the soul-destroying horror 

of World War I.
USA English-100 1979 RPT PG a v Y

2020-08-13 1130 Biography
The Man Who Invented 

Christmas

Family

Appreciation

In 1843 London, author Charles Dickens finds himself in financial trouble and 

desperate for a hit. Dickens relies on real-life inspiration and vivid imagination 

to bring Ebenezer Scrooge, Tiny Tim, and others to life in A Christmas Carol.

CANADA English-100 2017 RPT PG a l v 

2020-08-13 1330 Comedy Toast

Toast is the ultimate nostalgia trip through everything edible in 1960’s Britain. 

Based on the heart-wrenchingly bittersweet story of food writer Nigel Slater’s 

childhood and set to the songs of Dusty Springfield, Toast is a delicious love 

letter to the tastes and smells that a young boy associates with his journey 

into adulthood.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2010 RPT PG

2020-08-13 1515 Action Adventure Belle And Sebastian 2
Family

Appreciation
Sebastian and his dog have to brave dangers and confront a secret. FRANCE French-100 2015 RPT PG a l Y

2020-08-13 1705 Animation Spirited Away

Chihiro and her family are on their way to their new house in the suburbs, but 

on their way, they stumble upon a tunnel that leads them into a fantasy world 

full of ghosts and strange creatures. Award-winning animation directed by the 

legendary Hayao Miyazaki, and voices by Daveigh Chase and Suzanne 

Pleshette.

JAPAN English-100 2001 RPT PG Y

2020-08-13 1930 Biography Marshall

In the year 1941, as the nation teeters on the brink of entering WWII, a nearly 

bankrupt NAACP sends its only lawyer, thirty-two year old Thurgood Marshall, 

to conservative Connecticut to defend a black chauffeur against charges of 

rape and attempted murder brought by his wealthy socialite employer. It was 

a trial that quickly became tabloid fodder. In need of a high profile victory, but 

muzzled by the trial court, Marshall is joined by Samuel Friedman, a young 

Jewish lawyer who has never before tried a criminal case. Marshall and 

Friedman struggle against a hostile storm of fear and prejudice, driven to 

discover the truth in the sensationalized trial which helped set the 

groundwork for a career that ultimately made Thurgood Marshall America’s 

first African-American Supreme Court Justice. Marshall is based upon a true 

story.

USA English-100 2017 RPT M a l s v Y Y

2020-08-13 2140 History The Pianist

Wladyslaw Szpilman (Adrien Brody), a Polish Jewish radio station pianist, sees 

Warsaw change gradually as WWII begins. Szpilman is forced into the Warsaw 

Ghetto, but is later separated from his family during Operation Reinhard. From 

this time until the concentration camp prisoners are released, Szpilman hides 

in various locations among the ruins of Warsaw.

FRANCE English-100 2002 RPT MA a v Y Y

2020-08-13 2425 Drama Mary Shelley
True

Stories

She will forever be remembered as the writer who gave the world 

Frankenstein. But the real life story of Mary Shelley - and the creation of her 

immortal monster - is nearly as fantastical as her fiction.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 RPT PG a l s 



2020-08-13 2640 Romance Carol

Based on Patricia Highsmith’s novella The Price of Salt, which depicts the 

burgeoning relationship between two very different women in 1950s New 

York. One is a woman in her 20s (Rooney Mara) working in a department store 

who dreams of a more fulfilling life, and the other, a wife (Cate Blanchett) 

trapped in a loveless, moneyed marriage desperate to break free.

USA English-100 2016 RPT M a l n s Y

2020-08-13 2850 Action Adventure Belle And Sebastian 2
Family

Appreciation
Sebastian and his dog have to brave dangers and confront a secret. FRANCE French-100 2015 RPT PG a l Y

2020-08-14 0640 Animation Spirited Away

Chihiro and her family are on their way to their new house in the suburbs, but 

on their way, they stumble upon a tunnel that leads them into a fantasy world 

full of ghosts and strange creatures. Award-winning animation directed by the 

legendary Hayao Miyazaki, and voices by Daveigh Chase and Suzanne 

Pleshette.

JAPAN English-100 2001 RPT PG Y

2020-08-14 0905 Comedy School Of Life

In 1920s France an orphan is adopted by a rustic couple who work for a rural 

landowner. Left to himself, he soon comes under the spell of the local 

poacher.

FRANCE French-100 2017 RPT PG a Y

2020-08-14 1115 Family Hunt For The Wilderpeople
Family

Appreciation

This New Zealand adventure comedy-drama film written and directed by Taika 

Waititi follows Ricky, a defiant young city kid who finds himself on the run 

with his cantankerous foster uncle in the wild New Zealand bush. A national 

manhunt ensues, and the two are forced to put aside their differences and 

work together to survive in this hilarious and heartfelt adventure. Stars Julian 

Dennison and Sam Neill.

NEW ZEALAND English-100 2016 RPT PG a v Y

2020-08-14 1310 War All Quiet On The Western Front
A young soldier faces profound disillusionment in the soul-destroying horror 

of World War I.
USA English-100 1979 RPT PG a v Y

2020-08-14 1600 Biography
The Man Who Invented 

Christmas

Family

Appreciation

In 1843 London, author Charles Dickens finds himself in financial trouble and 

desperate for a hit. Dickens relies on real-life inspiration and vivid imagination 

to bring Ebenezer Scrooge, Tiny Tim, and others to life in A Christmas Carol.

CANADA English-100 2017 RPT PG a l v 

2020-08-14 1800 Comedy God Willing Premiere

Tommaso is a successful, respected cardiac surgeon who also happens to be 

an atheist. However, Tommaso's son Andrea who is a medical student 

announces in a family get-together that he wants to become a priest. 

Tommaso is petrified with he hears the news as he expected his son was going 

to come out as homosexual. Irritated, Tommaso goes undercover on retreat in 

a monastery, to investigate and bring down the charismatic Father Don Pietro, 

who he believes has 'brain-washed' his son.

ITALY Italian-100 2015 PG Y

2020-08-14 1935 Drama The Words

When Rory Jansen publishes his first book it is that rare, once in a generation 

event that takes the literary world and the public imagination by storm. 

Friends breathlessly recommend it, critics rave about it; it’s everywhere - from 

book clubs, to airplanes, to college campuses. With a voice that’s fresh, and a 

wisdom about life that somehow seems to be timeless, Rory becomes an 

instant literary star. Charismatic, talented, intelligent, the young author seems 

to have it all: a beautiful life, a loving wife the world at his fingertips - and it’s 

all because of his words. But whose words are they? And whose story is this, 

after all?

USA
English-50; 

French-50
2013 RPT M l Y Y

2020-08-14 2130 Biography Public Enemy Number 1 (Part 1)
True

Stories

The story of legendary French gangster Jacques Mesrine, who was active in the 

1960s and 1970s, and came to be known as French Public Enemy Number 1. 

Infamous for his bravado and daring prison escapes, Mesrine carried out 

numerous robberies, kidnappings and murders in a criminal career that 

spanned France, Canada and the USA. Winner of three César Awards, 2009. 

Directed by Jean-François Richet and stars Vincent Cassel, Cécile De France 

and Gérard Depardieu.

FRANCE
French-90; Arabic-

5; Spanish-5
2008 RPT MA s v Y



2020-08-14 2335 Biography Public Enemy Number 1 (Part 2)
True

Stories

The story of legendary French gangster Jacques Mesrine, who was active in the 

1960s and 1970s, and came to be known as French Public Enemy Number 1. 

Infamous for his bravado and daring prison escapes, Mesrine carried out 

numerous robberies, kidnappings and murders in a criminal career that 

spanned France, Canada and the USA. Winner of three César Awards, 2009. 

Directed by Jean-François Richet and stars Vincent Cassel, Cécile De France 

and Gérard Depardieu.

FRANCE
French-99; 

German-1
2008 RPT MA s v Y

2020-08-14 2605 Biography Marshall

In the year 1941, as the nation teeters on the brink of entering WWII, a nearly 

bankrupt NAACP sends its only lawyer, thirty-two year old Thurgood Marshall, 

to conservative Connecticut to defend a black chauffeur against charges of 

rape and attempted murder brought by his wealthy socialite employer. It was 

a trial that quickly became tabloid fodder. In need of a high profile victory, but 

muzzled by the trial court, Marshall is joined by Samuel Friedman, a young 

Jewish lawyer who has never before tried a criminal case. Marshall and 

Friedman struggle against a hostile storm of fear and prejudice, driven to 

discover the truth in the sensationalized trial which helped set the 

groundwork for a career that ultimately made Thurgood Marshall America’s 

first African-American Supreme Court Justice. Marshall is based upon a true 

story.

USA English-100 2017 RPT M a l s v Y Y

2020-08-14 2815 Biography
The Man Who Invented 

Christmas

Family

Appreciation

In 1843 London, author Charles Dickens finds himself in financial trouble and 

desperate for a hit. Dickens relies on real-life inspiration and vivid imagination 

to bring Ebenezer Scrooge, Tiny Tim, and others to life in A Christmas Carol.

CANADA English-100 2017 RPT PG a l v 

2020-08-15 0615 Drama Fame
A group of teenagers attend the New York Academy of Performing Arts, and 

struggle to make it to the top of the class.
USA English-100 2009 RPT PG a l 

2020-08-15 0830 Comedy God Willing

Tommaso is a successful, respected cardiac surgeon who also happens to be 

an atheist. However, Tommaso's son Andrea who is a medical student 

announces in a family get-together that he wants to become a priest. 

Tommaso is petrified with he hears the news as he expected his son was going 

to come out as homosexual. Irritated, Tommaso goes undercover on retreat in 

a monastery, to investigate and bring down the charismatic Father Don Pietro, 

who he believes has 'brain-washed' his son.

ITALY Italian-100 2015 RPT PG Y

2020-08-15 1005 Fantasy Time Bandits

Six fractious dwarfs steal a precious map that shows the locations of a series of 

time holes scattered across the universe, enabling them to travel back in time. 

Crashing through the bedroom wardrobe of 11 year old Craig Warnock and 

taking him along with them for the ride, they find themselves involved in a 

series of eccentric encounters with famous historical figures, amongst them 

Napoleon, Robin Hood and ancient Greece ruler, Agamemnon.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1981 RPT PG a h v 

2020-08-15 1215 Fantasy City Of Ember
Family

Appreciation

An underground city is supposed to give shelter for 200 years. Unfortunately, 

power supply is failing slowly but surely.
USA English-100 2008 RPT PG h 

2020-08-15 1400 Animation Spirited Away

Chihiro and her family are on their way to their new house in the suburbs, but 

on their way, they stumble upon a tunnel that leads them into a fantasy world 

full of ghosts and strange creatures. Award-winning animation directed by the 

legendary Hayao Miyazaki, and voices by Daveigh Chase and Suzanne 

Pleshette.

JAPAN English-100 2001 RPT PG Y

2020-08-15 1625 Comedy School Of Life

In 1920s France an orphan is adopted by a rustic couple who work for a rural 

landowner. Left to himself, he soon comes under the spell of the local 

poacher.

FRANCE French-100 2017 RPT PG a Y



2020-08-15 1835 Family Hunt For The Wilderpeople
Family

Appreciation

This New Zealand adventure comedy-drama film written and directed by Taika 

Waititi follows Ricky, a defiant young city kid who finds himself on the run 

with his cantankerous foster uncle in the wild New Zealand bush. A national 

manhunt ensues, and the two are forced to put aside their differences and 

work together to survive in this hilarious and heartfelt adventure. Stars Julian 

Dennison and Sam Neill.

NEW ZEALAND English-100 2016 RPT PG a v Y

2020-08-15 2030 Drama Zero Dark Thirty Premiere

For a decade, an elite team of intelligence and military operatives, working in 

secret across the globe, devoted themselves to a single goal: to find and 

eliminate al-Qaeda terrorist leader Osama bin Laden.

USA English-100 2012 M l v Y Y

2020-08-15 2320 Drama Charlie Countryman Premiere

When his late mother appears in a vision and tells him to go to Bucharest, 

Charlie immediately boards a plane across the Atlantic. But when he meets a 

fellow passenger, Charlie finds himself with another promise to fulfil. Charlie 

does so - and falls head over heels in love with Gabi, a beautiful musician. 

However, a vicious gangster has already laid claim to Gabi, and has no 

intention of letting her go. Determined to protect her, Charlie enters into the 

hallucinatory, Romanian underworld filled with violence and, strangely 

enough, love. Features an all-star cast including Shia LaBeouf, Evan Rachel 

Wood, Mads Mikkelsen, and Rupert Grint.

USA English-100 2013 MA a l s v Y Y

2020-08-15 2515 Drama The Words

When Rory Jansen publishes his first book it is that rare, once in a generation 

event that takes the literary world and the public imagination by storm. 

Friends breathlessly recommend it, critics rave about it; it’s everywhere - from 

book clubs, to airplanes, to college campuses. With a voice that’s fresh, and a 

wisdom about life that somehow seems to be timeless, Rory becomes an 

instant literary star. Charismatic, talented, intelligent, the young author seems 

to have it all: a beautiful life, a loving wife the world at his fingertips - and it’s 

all because of his words. But whose words are they? And whose story is this, 

after all?

USA
English-50; 

French-50
2013 RPT M l Y Y

2020-08-15 2710 Comedy School Of Life

In 1920s France an orphan is adopted by a rustic couple who work for a rural 

landowner. Left to himself, he soon comes under the spell of the local 

poacher.

FRANCE French-100 2017 RPT PG a Y


